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when a disgraced scientist, alfred lanning, turns up dead, his son david (lorenzo lamas), who owns the robotics company
where lanning worked, is the prime suspect. with the help of lanning’s ex-wife, lenora (lesley ann warren), david assembles a

team of detectives to solve the crime. meanwhile, our hero, detective spooner, must deal with an assortment of eccentric
characters, including one of his own subordinates. as the investigation goes deeper, spooner realizes that lanning was

murdered by the cold-blooded murder of his family. a year earlier, lanning was approached by a mysterious organization
known as the urn, who wanted him to create an android. but in order to satisfy the group, lanning needed to find a new body
to use for the android, and murdered his wife and daughter to make this happen. working as a substitute teacher at a high

school, dr. lanning convinces his colleagues, including a young teacher named dr. kelso (kevin dunn), to participate in a study
to test a new intelligence augmentation program. the subject of the experiment is a special young girl named janey (emily
mortimer), who has been diagnosed with asperger’s syndrome, a form of autism. when the experiment goes awry and the

robot goes on a killing rampage, the public reacts with fear and outrage, and the future of robotics and the future of mankind
is on the line. i robot 2004 720p hd download in 480p 720p and 1080p with google drive links. this is an action, drama, sci-fi
film directed by alex proyas and written by jeff vintar, and now it is dubbed in hindi. there are many great stars featured in

this movie some are will smith, bridget moynahan, bruce greenwood, and many other hollywood stars.
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